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A year ago the Berkeley Art Museum gave a first 
retrospective to San Franciscan Barry McGee, who 
evolved from tagger to rising star in the art world.

Independent curator Natasha Boas contributed to the 
BAM catalog. She posed to various art world players the 
question "Was there ever really a Mission School?," 
knowing that many art mavens identified McGee as a 
founder of that possibly apocryphal movement.

Now Boas has organized "Energy That Is All Around" at 
the San Francisco Art Institute, the first survey 
exhibition to weigh the case for the Mission School as a 
historical reality.

"It's always been a sort of amorphous idea," Boas said 
before the show's opening at SFAI. "Art critic Glen 
Helfand coined the term Mission School at least a 
decade ago as a rubric for San Francisco artists he had 
seen adapting the visual language of antique signs and 
posters, folk art, scavenged materials and graffiti. Most 
of them lived cheaply and showed first in the Mission, 
often at Julie Deemer’s long-gone gallery Four Walls.

"Often nostalgia is attributed to the Mission School," Boas 
said, "because they use reclaimed materials, lettering, hobo 
and folk art and so forth. But nostalgia is a state you 
experience now, it's not something past." Hence her inclusion 
at the SFAI show of early and later works by her 
representative quintet. "I felt we needed to have a different 
conversation around the work that wasn't just about the 
street," Boas said, "but was really about painting - this is a 
painting show."

The key players

Boas identifies five key members who were associated with 
SFAI as part of the Mission School. Ruby Neri, Barry 
McGee and Alicia McCarthy"were students here together," 
she said. "The Art Institute claims Margaret (Kilgallen) as 
their own, but she just hung out here, worked in the library, 
audited classes and made work here. And Chris (Johanson) 
showed work here in the Diego Rivera Gallery as if he were 
a student, and got into a lot of trouble for it. So they've all 
been influenced by the teachers and the culture here.

"For the current students, these artists are rock stars."

It's easy to understand why.

McGee, Johanson and McCarthy have high-powered gallery 
representation on both coasts. Neri long ago found career 
anchorage in the vast, shifting Los Angeles art world, without 
trading on the fact that her father is Manuel Neri. And 
Kilgallen (1967-2001), who was married to McGee, 
continues to be celebrated for the edge of comic feminism 
that she brought to the outsider art painting style 
she practiced.

A collector boasted several years ago that he had just sold at 
auction for $36,000 a McGee painting he had bought for 
$800 not long before.

So, among art market players who have never heard of the 
Mission School several in its cohort are seen as approaching 
blue-chip level.

The title of the exhibition came into dispute when Boas 
arranged for it to travel later to the Grey Art Gallery at New 
York University in Manhattan. "I just wanted 'Energy That Is 
All Around' and the five artists' names," Boas said, "but New 
York wanted 'Mission School' as well because they didn't 
think people would know what the Mission School was, that 
they might think it was a mission-era Spanish show."

The title "Energy That Is All Around" derives from a 
Johanson painting, Boas said, "and in a simplistic way what 
creates a school, is the energy that's all around it. What I'm 
trying to show is the pre-commercialized quality ... to bring 
out the sensation one had when one went to Four Walls in the 
'90s, to have people experience what that was and what it 
continues to be."

"I call this my manic depression wall," Boas said, pointing to 
a surface plastered with early Johanson drawings and 
paintings that identify his inner experience with the rantings 
and straits of addicts and other street denizens. "Chris said he 
wanted people to see this show because most haven't seen his  
angry period, only his sort of zen, happy period," Boas said. " 
'The Survivalists' " - Johanson's word-ridden 1999 painted 
installation - "came out of the first dot-com boom, and we're 
in this horrible situation again now." That is, a situation of 
rents rising prohibitively and entrepreneurship plowing a 
creative community under.

Street art gone
Most close-to-the-street work by Mission School artists has 
disappeared. Ruby Neri is represented here by a horse - her 
signature street graffito- spray-painted on a sheet. "It was 
passed around everywhere," Boas said. "It had maybe 40 
different homes, and then it arrived here when people heard 
we were doing this show."
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Barry McGee's untitled piece is painted on a wooden panel 
Thursday September 12, 2013 in San Francisco, Calif. A new 
exhibit at the San Francisco Art Institute features the works of 
five artists who began their careers in the early 1990s in the 
Mission district of San Francisco and are now celebrated as 
key members of the so-called Mission School. Photo: Brant 
Ward, The Chronicle



Not one of the horses Neri painted on exteriors endures, but 
"I have hundreds of negatives" that document them, she said 
in conversation.

"It was a sort of pushback against the whole lettering thing," 
said McCarthy, who was also tuning up the SFAI show, of 
Neri's early street work. "And those images are hard to do 
with a spray can - it's not an easy medium to work with. I 
never came close to being OK with it."

No one expects "Energy That Is All Around" to settle the 
question of the Mission School's status. "A school is not just 
an affective community of desire," Boas said, "but something 
that extends itself outward, as opposed to a circle, which is 
closed. A school is more porous and generational. And these 
artists have definitely influenced the next generation."

Kenneth Baker is The San Francisco Chronicle’s art critic.
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A mixed media work called The Survivalists by Chris 
Johanson is in the upstairs part of the gallery Thursday 
September 12, 2013 in San Francisco, Calif. A new exhibit at 
the San Francisco Art Institute features the works of five 
artists who began their careers in the early 1990s in the 
Mission district of San Francisco and are now celebrated as 
key members of the so-called Mission School. Photo: Brant 
Ward, The Chronicle


